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The Ducasa Sunrise low level panel heater utilises ‘long 
wavelength radiant’ technology to produce a fast acting 
comfortable form of heat that feels like the sun. Radiant heat 
is widely regarded as the most comfortable, healthiest and 
most natural form of heating available today. Unlike traditional 
convection heaters, radiant heat gently distributes warmth 
throughout the room providing a more even temperature.
At only 280mm high the Sunrise is perfect for low level 
conservatory walls and other rooms where wall space is 
restricted. Both the grille and back casing are produced from 

high quality steel making this product strong and durable. 
The Sunrise Eco-Pro is fully programmable 24/7 with the 
choice of Comfort, Economy and Frost Protection 
temperatures, which can all be set to suit your needs. 
An optional ‘Eco-Start’ adaptive learning feature 
calculates the optimum time to switch on the heater to 
achieve your required room temperature at your chosen time. 
This together with Open Window Detection and a super 
accurate PID thermostat helps provide a comfortable 
environment and keep running costs to a minimum.

Sunrise Eco-Pro
Radiant panel heater

Features

 Code Wattage Size in mm Colour IP Rating Voltage Insulation Weight kg
   W x H x D

 SR03D-EP 1250w 1203 x 280 x 70 RAL 9010 IP20 230v/50Hz Class 2 7.5

• Advanced mica-thermic radiant technology

• Fast acting and comfortable radiant heat

• Does not dry the atmosphere or burn dust

•	 Ideal	for	asthma	sufferers

•	 Designed	to	fit	low	level	conservatory	walls
• Silent, energy saving digital PID thermostat

• 24/7 Programming with Comfort, Eco & Frost

• Manual temperature over-ride with auto reset

• Eco-Start Adaptive Learning

• Slimline and discreet wall mounted design

• Durable steel grille construction

•	 1.8M	cable	with	fitted	plug

• DIY installation

• Class II Double Insulated Protection

• LOT 20 and CE Approved

* specification subject to change without notice


